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About This Game

An adventure game with visual novel-style narrative, Minotaur tells a dark mystery story set in a newly created science fantasy
world. It is a game inspired by Zero Escape and Danganronpa series, various visual novels and old-school point-and-click quests

by LucasArts, Sierra and others.

GAMEPLAY

A picture is worth a thousand words! And demo is just... priceless. Download our 0.2 demo for PC/Mac to try Minotaur out.

A short summary of main gameplay features (0.2):

• point-and-click exploration and puzzle solving,
• visual novel-style narrative in complete voice over by a great cast,

• rich and detailed sci-fi setting,
• character skills,

• hint system.

Coming in Early Access:

• timed sequences and boss fights,
• multiple choices which affect progression and endings,

• enhanced UI and controls (lots and lots of hot keys and sound control options),
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• Ollie in a swimsuit.

If you're stuck at Nod's or Maya's, check out our spoiler-free walkthrough (use the link to the manual).

GRAPHICS

Minotaur is a 2,5D game with 150+ animated backgrounds. At the risk of sounding cocky, we think it looks really cool. And its
native resolution is full HD.

STORY AND CHARACTERS

Minotaur tells a story about a group of nine characters (five of which are playable) who find themselves unable to leave their
own home. Tensions rise as things start to take turn for the worse and it becomes clear that their unfortunate situation is not an
accident, but a trap of elaborate design. Revealing the identity of its creator and understanding their motives is now the matter

of life and death.

The story unfolds from perspective of five different characters, and although you can only unlock routes in succession, your
actions and choices in each of them have universal effect and lead to one of four different endings.

SETTING

We created our own universe with blackjack and hook... sorry, demons and penguins. We called it The Universe of Seven. It's a
very detailed science fantasy world with its own history, geography, rulebook and characters. We hope that Minotaur will be the

first in a series of games set in U7. Other U7 projects we're currently working on are Red Crown, a novel scheduled for 2018
and a prequel to Minotaur, and a board game.

...

We hope you like Minotaur (remember that you can check out our 0.2 demo to get a better feel for the game). Let us know what
you think, feedback is important. We listen and try to make Minotaur better. And don’t forget to add us to your Steam wishlist :

)

See you soon in Nova!
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Title: Minotaur
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
U7 committee
Publisher:
U7 committee, indienova
Franchise:
indienova
Release Date: Real soon

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10, 32/64-bit

Processor: 2.8 Ghz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 6670, GeForce GTX 200 series with at least 1GB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Direct X 9.0c sound device

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Hey there!
So far I think it\u00b4s a nice game for an early access I mean games like Ark or PUBG had problems aswell and look what
they are now, but that\u00b4s not the point.
For being a great expierience I think you should
- turn the music in the tutorial a bit down cause it\u00b4s loud for my opinion the next levels were fine from musical
background
- change the controlls to fit the Hack and Slay playstyle more
- adding a Story (maybe a few cut scenes) cause I felt a bit lost why this Minotaur is going on a rampage
- adding more animations (the animations so far are fine but the game doesn\u00b4t look fluid in the animation style
and as last point
- maybe some personalisation options (skilltrees, unlock able outfits and weapons, maybe female minotaur)

otherwise it\u00b4s a funny game so far and I\u00b4m curious what the next updates will bring. Weird, dark, slow, horrible AI,
annoying background music and etc...

For the developer:
I played only 0.1 hours because it was all the time I could handle playing this thing!
That was just the tutorial? Ok, well, it's the WORST tutorial experience I ever had.
I uninstalled it already and I will never play it again, for sure!. DONT BUY THIS...okay being a person whos been into game
design for over 20+ years i must say this is absolute garabge
Graphics,gameplay,controls everything is horribly done...uses unity assets as well and dev needs to learn game design before
making a complete joke of themselves on steam...not worth a penny really its that bad...

To Dev....take this garbage down no one is going to buy it...grow up a bit got serious feeling ur a kid making this by the way this
entire game is baddly designed and the stupid tutorial telling people about eating and learn proper game design and playing 6
mins of this junk is a nightmare in it rightly own and im into unreal 4 dev myself much better engine to work with and dev tools
than Unity which im also familar with ;)

I get ur into game design... well learn it properly and stop wasting ur time on a pet project that ur charging people money for
that is aweful in every aspect and makes urself actually look bad in the end...Dont mean to be harsh its the fact of the matter and
like seeing people with a passion for this stuff actually go some were with it...Take this garbage down and take some serious
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advice from some one who knows game design alot. Being an early access game, I can only day this game has a lot of room for
improvement. The Minotaur character looks good, but that is about it. The controls stink. I cannot find a way to pull the camera
back out once it zooms in during fighting. Oh...and there is no clear way to close the game. Nothing in the menu says "log out"
or "end game". Had to Alt-Tab out and kill the process.
I hope this game gets better.. Its hilariously bad. Its so bad I actually recommend it for people to see how bad it can really be.
Seriously.. I thought this game looked good. At least different than the other inexpensive games that have been coming out. The
controls are bad. The combat is even worse. I would just ignore this game even exists.

I initially gave this game a thumbs down. The developer responded to my complaint and is fixing the problems I had. Never had
a developer care about the consumers.. There's plenty of room for improvement in this game, but from the way it's looking it
won't be improved very much. The combat is really really bad, and that's pretty important. I wouldn't recommend picking this
one up unless it's changed really seriously. See the following video for gameplay, it's really not good:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=db9PguB1Wl4. The Dark Souls of unity asset flips
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BrainBread 2 Closed Beta Launch:

Reminder. Open beta #1 Community Highlights - Send us your videos!:
Dear Darwin Project Community,

Once again, we’re looking for clips that spotlight humorous and unexpected social interactions between players.

We’ll be selecting the most entertaining moments out there to feature in our upcoming “Open Beta#1 Community Highlights”
video.

To submit your highlight, email a link for either a Twitch clip or youtube video to amelie@scavengers.ca with the Subject line
“Darwin Project highlights Open Beta #1”.

Submission criteria:

- Around one minute or less in length
- In a Twitch clip or YouTube upload link, add a timestamp in the link to let us know when it starts
- In order to facilitate the editing, please do not embed any music
- Must be received by February 5th, 2018 at 11:59pm PT
- We love to see your beautiful faces!

To check out our previous community highlights videos:
Closed Alpha #2 Community Highlights
Closed Alpha #1 Community Highlights

Thank you all!
- Scavengers Team. Space Requirements for May 29 Fix Patch:
We released a fix patch on Wednesday, May 29 at 00:00 a.m. (UTC). Space requirements are listed below.

Game files: approx. 3.5 GB
DLC (High Resolution Texture Pack): approx. 3.4 GB

We apologize for not informing you of the large space requirements for this patch ahead of time. We will do our best to keep
the required space for future updates to a minimum.

Important: By default, Steam will automatically update the High Resolution Texture Pack DLC. To disable the auto-update
feature, please follow the steps outlined below.

1. Launch the Steam client application.
2. Right click on MONSTER HUNTER: WORLD from your Library and select View Downloadable Content.
3. Uncheck the High Resolution Texture Pack DLC.

Important:
The latest version of MONSTER HUNTER: WORLD is revision number 167589.
You can verify the version number in the top-left corner when you launch the game
in windowed mode.
Keep in mind that you can only match with other players who have the same update
version as you.

For other questions, please visit the official MONSTER HUNTER: WORLD support portal below.
http://www.capcom.com/mhwsupport/. 1月19日Update:
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Dear all：
  WarBlade will do the update in 12:00-14:00 PST. Server will close login during the update time

  Update:
  Festures：
  Open the AI arena
  Custom Key for movement and battle keys
  Optimize target locking
  -Get target: from area target locking, change to hit target locking
  -Tab function, from open the map, change to unlock target
  Optimize PVE message sync
  bug：
  Fix the naming invalid problem due to sensitive words check
  Fix the crash due to Voice data over-stack
  Add Hit Recover time of Block Counter

  If you want discuss any issue about this update, please join our Discord Channel https://discord.gg/d4WdvBT.
  WarBlade Dev Team. Massive FREE update: MAX THE CASH multiplayer mode, TRICKSY and ROBO-SLAYER
difficulty levels:
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Insane Robots V1.0.9, out NOW, brings a load of new features, as well as improvements to the two awesome new difficulty
modes released recently.

TRICKSY MODE increases the rate of progression and difficulty with faster unlocks, tougher AIs, higher health cost and
more challenging hazards. You can switch it on or off at any time.
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ROBO-SLAYER MODE is unlocked after the entire single-player campaign has been completed, and gives super-tough
difficulty plus robots that are reset back to bare metal when they die. WARNING: No one has yet completed the game in this
mode. We also carried out a major reworking and tuning of all enemy AIs to support the above modes.
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Brand new local and friends multiplayer mode MAX THE CASH brings deeper strategy. It's all about getting the most in-battle
cash via cash tokens, big attacks, overkill, and chains - so it's about more than just killing your opponent;
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Mode select panel for local and friends multiplayer lets you pick between QUICK BATTLE or MAX THE CASH 2P modes.
You'll see there are some more multiplayer modes coming soon;

A NEW robot select panel lets you play against AIs using any robots you have unlocked, including from DLC purchases, Season
Pass, Deluxe Edition, multiplayer rank, friends battles, and 1P campaign progression;

A NEW lock icon on battle robot pedestals so you always know if your opponent has a locked slot, so if you missed them
playing a lock token it's OK (community requested feature);

A NEW equipped item icon in shop's sell panel, so you know if you are selling an item you are currently using (community
requested feature);

Online multiplayer robot unlocks are now easier as they occur at lower ranks: 3, 6, 9, etc., 29, 33

Online friends robot unlocks are now easier as they occur at lower friend counts: 1, 3, 5, 7
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All this and more in Insane Robots V1.0.9!!!

. 
Happy Saint Paddy's!:
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In honor of this day, the new logo has been fashioned in green.

I hope you enjoy the day! Have fun~

Another thing to note: Luvocious does NOT have voice acting. The voices were merely for the trailer.

Keep in a mind an update is on it's way and will be coming soon.
. Aven Colony Two new Team17 games to be announced next week!:
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With E3 approaching and Hell Let Loose releasing on the 6th of June, it’s fair to say that Team17 has a very busy week ahead!
In fact, next week we’ll be unveiling not just one but TWO BRAND NEW GAME ANNOUNCEMENTS!

You’re not going to want to miss these announcements, and we really can’t wait to share the trailers with you. To ensure that
you’re the first to hear about these new games right here on Steam, make sure to follow the Team17 Publisher Page.

In the meantime, you can find a couple of cryptic clues in the image above, and if you hop over to the Team17 Twitter account,
make your predictions, follow and re-tweet then you’ll be entered into a prize draw to win a copy of these two games, and Hell
Let Loose, upon release!

Thanks for reading, and we’ll see you next week!
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